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ABSTRACT
In this work we propose ParkMaster, a low-cost crowdsourc-
ing architecture which exploits machine learning techniques
and vision algorithms to evaluate parking availability in cities.
While the user is normally driving ParkMaster enables off
the shelf smartphones to collect information about the pre-
sence of parked vehicles by running image recognition tech-
niques on the phones camera video streaming.

The paper describes the design of ParkMaster’s architec-
ture and shows the feasibility of deploying such mobile sen-
sor system in nowadays smartphones, in particular focusing
on the practicability of running vision algorithms on phones.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.4.9 [Computing Methodologies]: Image Processing and
Computer Vision—Applications

Keywords
Cloudlet; Crowdsourcing; Design; Edge Computing; Mobile
sensors; Vision Computing

1. INTRODUCTION
Driving in large cities can be stressful sometimes, among

traffic jams, road works etc. and even when we reach our
destination, the stress is not over: the desperate search for
a parking space has still to begun. For instance [9] shows
that in a small commercial area in Los Angeles a driver
spends on average 3.3 minutes to find a parking spot after
reaching the destination, thus adding about 2.5 miles to the
trip. Clearly, this is not only a bother to that particular
drivers, but it affects everyone: other than creating addi-
tional traffic driving around looking for parking, [9] shows
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that this searches consume about 47,000 gallons of gaso-
line in one year (by driving 950,000 miles more), produc-
ing thus 730 tons of carbon dioxide. Therefore simply by
steering the driver to the closest available parking spot one
could alleviate traffic congestion and pollution in big cities.
While there are several projects which let the user know
the availability of parking inside garages [1], more complex
is to provide such information for road-side parking spots.
Some cities are installing sensors on parking meters to de-
tect cars presence, like San Francisco [2], but these solutions
require the deployment of a large infrastructure of sensors
connected to the Internet, with a considerable cost. To avoid
such expenses, [8] proposes to install ultrasonic sensors on
cars (i.e. taxis) to detect empty spots on the road where a
driver can park. While this solution seems quite accurate, it
still requires the installation of additional hardware on cars,
which may slow down the deployment of this solution and
certainly increases the cost. Nevertheless, the idea of hav-
ing the cars themselves to collect data about the parking
availability seems promising. Such collection system indeed
would have large coverage without the deployment of an ad-
ditional infrastructure on the road. ParkMaster capitalizes
this observation and proposes to solve the parking dilemma
with a sensing system deployed on cars at zero cost by using
the cameras installed in today’s smartphones.

Previous works propose to use image recognition tech-
niques to detect cars’ presence in parking lots by using cam-
eras placed on top of buildings or poles [6] [7] [12] [10]. While
this approach is feasible for a single parking lot, it’s not
suitable for road-side parking spaces because it still requires
the deployment of an expensive infrastructure on the urban
streets.

ParkMaster proposes to exploit the cameras on drivers’
smartphones to evaluate the presence or absence of cars
on road-side parking spots by using image recognition al-
gorithms running on the driver’s smartphone. The data col-
lected by the cars is then uploaded to the cloud, which aggre-
gates and makes this information available to other drivers,
like other famous crowdsourcing systems do for information
about traffic (i.e. Waze [3]).
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Figure 1: Smartphone on a windshield
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Figure 2: ParkMaster Architecture

2. ARCHITECTURE
While the user is driving, the smartphone placed on the

windshield (as in figure 1) processes in real time the video
stream of the street, detecting and counting cars on the side
of the road. Based on the maximum number of parking spots
the road can host (provided by the cloud) and the number
of detected cars, the smartphone computes the number of
available parking spots and uploads this information to the
cloud. The latter collects and processes data from multiple
providers and then steers drivers looking for parking towards
areas where it’s more likely to find a parking spot. The
architecture of ParkMaster, depicted in figure 2, has three
main players, the cloud, the data provider and the data user.

2.1 ParkMaster Cloud
The ParkMaster cloud offers three services: (1) collecting

and processing data from users’ smartphones; (2) making
the data available to drivers looking for parking and (3)
assisting the drivers in their own localization, making GPS
data more accurate.

Location Service: When drivers collect information about
the parking availability around them, this data is useless if
not associated with a specific location (i.e. a road name).
The data provided by the GPS sensors in the smartphones
is not always accurate, which may lead the user to asso-
ciate information about the parking availability to the wrong

road-segment1. To avoid this ParkMaster relies on Google
fused location provider [4] to correct the GPS data. The
smartphone periodically uploads raw data (GPS, network
information, sensor information, etc.) to the Google cloud,
which then provides the user with a more accurate location.

Nevertheless, a precise GPS location by itself is not enough.
To properly evaluate the number of available parking spots
ParkMaster must know the current road-segment. The cloud
therefore offers an additional localization service which takes
care of the identification of the correct road-segment based
on GPS coordinates (using reverse geocoding techniques).
For simplicity, the cloud relies on an external service pro-
vided by Google Maps Road [5] for the computation.

Moreover, the ParkMaster cloud integrates a digital city
map with data about the maximum number of parking spots
each road-segment can host2 and the relative parking regu-
lations and pricing (if any).

Parking Availability Service: Different users may pro-
vide the cloud with incongruous information about the park-
ing availability on the same road, due to different sampling
time and errors in the data collection. The cloud stores
this information and elaborates it, aggregating data and
correcting incongruities by leveraging on large samples for
the same road coming from different providers. Further-
more, the parking availability changes over time, therefore
the cloud, while aggregating samples, gives a larger weight
to more recent values.

2.2 Data provider
Information about the parking availability can be pro-

vided by any driver with a smartphone (the application runs
on an off the shelf smartphone3) without any input from
the users. The ParkMaster application captures the video
stream of the street and processes each frame looking for
vehicles on the side of the road. It applies machine learning
techniques in order to detect cars, in particular, it uses a
cascade classifier [11], which we trained with a set of 1000
images of vehicles. Whenever a car is detected, ParkMaster
utilizes advanced algorithms to determine the position of the
detected vehicles relative to the user’s smartphone and track
it among subsequent frames, in order to count all the parked
cars only once. Whenever the user drives into a new road-
segment, the application asks the cloud about the maximum
number of parking spots that specific road-segment can host,
counts the number of cars it has detected in that segment,
computes the difference and uploads the result to the cloud.
By default, to spare bandwidth, the client uploads only the
number of available parking spots, thus with a negligible cost
in terms of cellular data usage. Nevertheless, whenever the
cloud-service receives conflictual information from different
data producers it may request some of the frames recorded
by the users in order to perform in-cloud advanced visual
analytics. The accuracy of the final result - the number of
available parking spots - depends not only on the car detec-
tion algorithm, but also on the estimation of the maximum
number of parking spots a road may host, which depends on
the type of parking. Road-side parking indeed can be of two
types: slotted or unslotted (figure 3). In the first case spots

1A road-segment is the smallest piece of street which con-
nects two intersections
2While we have manually built our parking map, we believe
that city authorities can easily provide this information
3The current implementation runs on Android
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Figure 3: Parking spots: slotted (left) and unslotted
(right)

are marked and the maximum number of parked cars the
area can host is certain. In the second case the parking area
doesn’t have any marked space and the maximum number
of parked vehicles on the road is only an estimation. While
at the moment ParkMaster doesn’t take any additional ac-
tion to cope with the uncertainty of unslotted areas, we are
confident that with more sophisticated techniques (i.e. mea-
suring the free space among parked cars) the effects of the
estimation error will be negligible in the computation of the
parking availability.

2.3 Data user
Drivers may be at the same time data provider and data

consumer. In the latter case, the driver sends a request to
the cloud specifying the location of interest (i.e. the desti-
nation of the trip or the actual position). The cloud then
replies with a list of road-segments ids within a specific range
from the location of interest and the parking availability for
each of these segments. The user’s smartphone may display
the result on a map in order to steer the driver towards the
closest parking spot.

3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
ParkMaster has been tested on a Samsung Galaxy S4 run-

ning Android. Figure 4 shows few frames captured by the
smartphone camera and used as input for the car detec-
tion algorithm during preliminary experiments: the cascade
classifier analyzes each frame looking for cars; in case of a
match, it provides a box bounding the detected car (the red
rectangle in figure 4).

Preliminary experiments have been run to verify the fea-
sibility of the system: from the accuracy of the detection
algorithms to the feasibility of running vision algorithm in
the smartphone. While there is still some work to do to in-
crease the accuracy of the car detection process, especially
with scarce luminosity, the system seems quite promising.
Furthermore, we believe that improving the data aggrega-
tion/correction process running on the cloud will further in-
crease the system accuracy.

As one could predict, running ParkMaster on the smart-
phone causes a high level of energy consumption, mainly due
to sensors, processor, camera and display usage. Neverthe-
less, the power issue can be easily solved plugging the phone
to the car charger.
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